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Foreword

George is about to take you on a journey from a unique and universal 

perspective. This is a journey so grand and a message so direct and 

confronting your head may hurt but your heart will sing. 

I stumbled upon George’s material in September 2010 during his first 

radio interview with Kerry Cassidy from Project Camelot. It entered 

at a time in my life where I had spent several months doing doctorate 

level research into the dark agenda and the earthly control systems. This 

research created more questions than it answered, created confusion 

and kept me locked in the drama. It can be a very depressing experience 

when you understand the world is run by corrupt politicians, bankers, 

and priests.

“Our social system is designed to foster division,  

our education system is designed to conceal knowledge,  

our health system is designed to create sickness,  

our financial system is designed to steal wealth,  

our community is designed to create disunity  

and our very civilisation itself is highly uncivilised.”

Max Igan
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However, the level of control over humanity runs much deeper than 

the earthly controls of secret societies and the Illuminati. In the section 

titled the Supreme Cosmic Deception, George goes into great detail to 

explain how “off world” beings are manipulating humanity. He takes 

mind influence and control to the next level, showing how there are not 

just earth bound and galactic programs but sophisticated cosmic agendas 

used on humanity. 

I hold two applied science degrees and a well-developed b/s meter, but 

I can neither prove nor disprove the veracity of George’s story. There is 

no hard empirical evidence that George has had Extra-Terrestrial and 

Extra-Dimensional contacts and it is impossible to confirm the source 

of his immense wisdom. What I can share are my experiences and some 

insights gained from my close relationship with George.

My search for the meaning to life began in my early years and has led 

to many worldly experiences. I have been fortunate to have incredible 

spiritual experiences with Sharman in Papua New Guinea, witnessed 

John of God perform amazing healing sessions in Brazil, studied with 

Chinese qi gong masters and even been invited into the homes of self-

development gurus like Bob Proctor and John Assaraf. However, none 

of the knowledge gained through these experiences nor the teachings 

described below provided the answers to life’s big questions. Key pieces 

to life’s greatest puzzle remained elusive.

I found out at a very early age that religion was never going to answer 

my questions. Mark Twain said it best: “Religion is a belief, created by the 

first con man that met the first fool.” George challenges the doctrine of 

religion exposing the deception of this tyrannical business to levels that 

may shock you. I do feel for the god-fearing parishioners who, despite 

being wonderful human beings, blindly give their power away.
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Eastern philosophies look much more appealing; Buddha, relaxing 

meditations, reincarnation, karma, yoga, etc. Even Sanskrit texts 

are filled with references to gods who fought battles in the sky using 

Vimanas (UFO’s). Whilst I found several aspects of eastern philosophy 

appealing, some of the teachings I just did not resonate with; maybe it is 

my Western conditioning. However, I did decide to take up meditation. 

I meditated daily for several years using a binaural beat auditory 

technology that takes you into deep theta and even delta brain wave 

states. It was fantastic; I felt so happy and alive. But then I realised that I 

was still externalising, using a technology to take me into a blissful state 

of nothingness. George describes meditation techniques that require you 

to internalise external energies as ecstasy for the ego. I have to agree.

I was more attracted to the self-development and the new age 

movement as it offered a blend of eastern philosophy with western 

metaphysics. But again these modalities either ask you to internalise 

energies from outside yourself or limit their focus to the mind. You are 

asked to bring in energies of Archangel Michael’s blue sword, the violet 

flame of St. Germaine or “Universal” white light into your crown chakra. 

Alternative healing modalities also commonly use external energies and 

techniques as part of their healing practices. 

Enlightened yogis, great sages and ascended masters tell us absolute 

Truth is found within. But are these teachers providing the complete 

picture? Many refer to the chakra body and third eye activation. In this 

book, George investigates these techniques and philosophies and poses 

the question; could the pineal gland and the chakra body be part of an 

elaborate plan by a small ‘g’ god to usher humanity towards a limited 

cosmic level of enlightenment?

I have spent 2 years working alongside George as his business manager  
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and friend. I have also been quietly looking for holes in his character 

and his material. Can the message he shares about our universal journey 

actually be true? I can’t answer this question. But we will all soon know 

because George’s harmonic equations and heart based communication 

with Mother Earth nominate the March equinox 2013 as the end of the 

great cycle. 

There is a phenomenon that surrounds George Kavassilas. He never 

posts on Facebook but his personal page is fully subscribed and his 

“like page” continues to grow daily into many thousands. He is one 

of the most requested guests on the alternative radio circuit. His 2011 

interviews recorded some of the highest number of downloads for the 

year. An independent forum set up by like-minded people has swelled 

to over 1000 members and he never posts on any thread. An acclaimed 

music video director felt so inspired by George that he has spent the 

last two years of his spare time filming and editing a movie quality 

documentary on George’s life. 

I have had many amazing personal experiences since meeting George 

– too many for this short foreword. But one I’d like to share occurred 

only two weeks after I decided to be George’s ‘Manager’. Through a 

peculiar set of circumstances I was invited to attend a dinner with a 

fellow who claimed to be the head of the secret military in Australia. I 

didn’t ask for any credentials as it didn’t seem appropriate at the time but 

his status has since been corroborated by one of the world’s prominent 

personalities in this area of research. He was a pleasant chap and 

wanted to know my intentions and motivation for helping George, to 

give me the ‘rules of engagement’ and of course meet with George. The 

follow-up meeting between the three of us was the most bizarre I have 

ever experienced and the content of such will remain in strict confidence. 
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However, he did reveal that the intention of the “off world” controllers 

was to integrate human DNA with artificial intelligence; trans-

humanism. Sounds unbelievable at first but if you study the incredible 

advances in nanotechnology, synthetic biology, cloning, robotics and 4D 

holographics, trans-humanism could be a reality within our lifetime. 

Look at our society today. The technocratic era is well established and 

it does feel like we are being funnelled into a controlled society with an 

ultimate agenda of creating human cyborgs. I certainly do not feel that 

I have incarnated onto this living organic planet we call Mother Earth 

to become a sophisticated human robot. George’s material and my own 

intuition tell me that a virtual world integrated with artificial human 

intelligence is not the intended outcome for humanity. 

George holds no tertiary qualifications, ties to secret societies nor 

has he ever been employed by the military or government. What George 

has to draw on is a vast amount of wisdom, gained through a lifetime 

of extraordinary experiences, including interactions with Beings 

from many different planets and realities. He has no agenda, hidden 

or otherwise. He does not seek fame, followers or fortune. He doesn’t 

even ask anyone to believe him. His sole motive is to share a message 

of self-empowerment that helps trigger a remembrance of how truly 

magnificent you are.

As crazy as George’s material may seem, the man is completely sane 

and one of the most respectful and honourable human beings I’ve had 

the pleasure to meet. Yes the knowledge and wisdom he shares is literally 

out of this world but I can assure you it is not the ramblings of a mad 

man.

What sets George’s book apart from others is that his knowledge is 

gained through the school of hard knocks. The message that he presents 
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fills in the gaps left by many others. Everything fits into his universal 

model.

We are all on different paths and George’s message will not resonate 

with everyone. If you find yourself struggling with the material in a 

particular paragraph or chapter just skip it and move on. For me and 

many others The Message that George shares is life changing. You owe it 

to yourself to finish the book. You may find your life will never be quite 

the same again.

George exposes the lies and deceptions which bind us to the 

earthly, galactic and cosmic matrices. He asks us to go deep within to 

connect to our single heart centre. It is only by exposing all the layers of 

manipulation and shattering the false beliefs and programs that we can 

re-remember who we truly are, where we come from, why we are here 

and how to complete Our Universal Journey home.

Jason Bawden-Smith


